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Passive vs Active:
The game has changed but the rules
are the same

Sir John Templeton famously said, “The four most expensive words in the English dictionary are ‘this time it’s
different.’” Whilst poignant quotes are ten a penny, this particular quote by the founder of Templeton
investments struck home, namely because we are now well into one of the longest and ‘most hated’ bull markets
on record, as some like to call it.

The more time TAM sit at meetings discussing the trajectory of the world’s capital markets, the more we hear the phrase, “Well this
time it’s different!” Perhaps even Sir Templeton might have to concede that pumping 13 trillion dollars’ worth of currency into the global
economy, driving the purchase of 10 trillion dollars’ of government debt to negative yields and cutting interest rates across the globe
over 600 times since 2008, constitutes a pretty unique environment. Well it does!
Flooding the market with this much capital and charging near 0% to borrow it, has forced up the prices of almost every single asset class
available. With more and more joining ‘the end is nigh’ camp, one has to, as an investor, remain governed by the expectation that
cyclicality is inevitable. On that assumption, we are in absolute agreement with Sir Templeton in that nothing is really different this time
around. Yes, the environment is different, but the rules are still the same.
Rewind 9 years, with markets on the ﬂoor in April 2009, simply buying an index of stocks with no clear investment case for owning one
over the other was an inspired idea because markets were cheap. It becomes a little counter-intuitive to make that same purchase,
when both history and where we are in the economic cycle tell us the index is almost the most expensive it’s been in just under a
decade. Just this week the S&P 500 ﬁnished the longest run of consecutive record-closes in 20 years.
We are of course referring to the rampant rise of passive investing… but has it gone too far? Should the market be beset with a 20%
sell off, why own every stock on the way down? Why not seek to hold an investment manager with a strategy of holding a few choice
investments from the same market, designed to protect value when all else around might be dropping? We would debate that plenty
of passive investors after a 20% sell off might gladly have paid the higher annual management charge of an active strategy, in order to
have had a chance at saving that loss.
In a 9 year bull market, this contrast has crystallised the argument of why active management is the most suited strategy in today’s
environment. Not because of the perception that an active strategy aims to generate above-market returns, but because of the
strategy’s ability to protect such returns when the music stops. We can’t help feel that Sir Templeton would be very much championing
the case of active management as we move into 2018, which looks set to be the 10th year of this bull market.cited the rise of populism
in politics as being their biggest concern in 2017.
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How does TAM ﬁt in here?
Well, Warren Buffett (another great investor) best sums up TAM’s investment philosophy in a phrase he used… “Never test the depth
of the water with both feet”. We remain mindful of capital preservation as making investment returns counts for nothing if you just give
them back at the ﬁrst sign of trouble.
If you remember back to our ‘Serve and Protect’ article in July, TAM’s investment portfolios have outperformed down-market periods
80%+ of the time, whilst being able to sustain long term compounded returns.
No doubt, the rise of index investing has been nothing short of rampant and those who have stayed the course have indeed been
rewarded. However, we would contend that it is the wrong time for the passive approach, as has been witnessed by the active sector
almost consistently outperforming this year.
There will be a time in the future when passive managers will outperform active managers, but with markets at all-time highs, it’s very
much the actives that are in control for now.
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